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Our Rotary Club is linked to the Rotary network around the world. In all we are an army
of 1.2 million professional and business people. We are engaged with our community
and come together to create positive, lasting change not only in our immediate
neighbourhood but also around the world.

Our club is trying to conceive and implement a range of ongoing projects that has the
potential to transform the lives of individuals, families and whole communities both
here in our catchment area of Mindarie, as well as internationally.

By becoming a Rotarian, we accepted that we were to participate in in Club meetings,
Committees and local community and international projects.
In fact, volunteering to help the community, when the need exists, is a great Australian
tradition.

What is needed from 'Volunteers'?
• Physical help – Sausage Sizzles, Youth Mentoring, donations, raffles, special event

fundraisers, Swap Mart, ideas,
• Expertise contribution – your experience and knowledge; professional expertise and

contacts (doctors, lawyers, engineers, builders, tradesmen);  Speakers
• Helping to identify needs in the community – email us with your suggestion so that

it may be considered with all of the other needs that we keep finding, locally,
nationally and internationally.

• Resources – Suggest funding a Project that is close to your heart; (make a dream
come true); suggest a project for the less fortunate/ill children; sponsor less
fortunate children to attend some event; or contact our Club President with an offer
of your choice that will make a positive contribution

To market our Swap Mart
successfully on Facebook , we need
to understand Facebook's unique
opportunities, and how it differs
from other media. Just as we
wouldn't run a radio ad on television,
we shouldn't market on Facebook
the way we'd market in a magazine
or on our website.
That’s why we are looking for a
Facebook “guru” who can help us in
this area. Do you know someone?

Get them to contact us - RS
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VOCATIONAL
SERVICE EMPHASIS
Rotary International and our DG Jerry Pilcher
are keen to re establish the importance of
Vocational Service in our clubs.

As most will be aware, Vocational Service was the
foundation stone of Rotary activity however, its emphasis
and, quite possibly, its understanding has diminished over
the years.

Rotary was founded in 1905 for Business Networking and
friendship and only later added Service to the community
in the various forms.
There are numerous ways that clubs can get involved in
Vocational Service in their communities and these could
include, amongst many others;

• Host a business networking event with non-Rotarian
professionals in your community.
• Offer career counseling for unemployed or
underemployed adults.
• Mentor youth with career guidance.
• Recognise local businesses for high ethical standards.
• Apply your professional skills to a project.
• Establish a community business directory. Basically, we
are looking for clubs to give greater consideration to
developing projects within their local business
communities. The obvious benefits are
• A greater awareness of Rotary
• Increased opportunities for sponsorship from your local
business community
• Greater involvement in your business community will
help with membership growth

4th September 2015
Allan McLean
District Vocational Service Committee Chair

More details- go to the District website

Brian Butterworth is in Townsville
and informs us that he has so far
travelled 8000 kms and this is
about half the planned trip.
Sandy is in Spain and of course,
enjoying it.
Sharon is in the Territory again –
back in October.
Rani and David have left us!

The abbreviation Xmas for the word Christmas is of Greek
origin. Since the word for Christ in the Greek language is
Xristos, which starts with the letter "X," they started
putting the X in place of Christ and came up with the short
form for the word Christmas



Continued next page

CLUB MEETING
Tuesday 29th September
at Mindarie Senior College

President Nigel called the meeting to order at 1806.

Lisa advised that apologies had been received from Brian
Butterworth, Sandy Jones, Tiffany Dowling,, Bill Benbow,
Geoff Russell, Karina Martin, Tracy Roberts, Tina Burain,
Margaret Dull, Darren Lock and Lindsay Robeson.

Brian Baily was requested to give the toast to Rotary and to
Australia.
There were no makeups.

Nigel advised that Rani Dogra and David Hutton had tendered
their resignations from the Club. Other commitments and the
change to Tuesday meetings were factors in their decisions.
We wish them well in the future.

He welcomed our Guest Speaker, Christian Lochan and the
return of Helen Hegarty and Eliza Lochan for their second
meeting and also a potential new member, David Duvall.

He also welcomed back Mike and Maud from their visit to
Malaysia.

Ralph provided information as to the correspondence
received since last meeting. Of the items, the notable one
was the District Governor’s Zone 3 meeting at Hilarys on
the 12th October. Members intending to attend included
Cheryl, Lisa, Darren, Sally, Nigel and Ralph. The costs of the
attendance should be deposited into the Clubs bank
account. Ralph will advise Hilarys of the numbers.

Nigel raised the issue of the upcoming events where we
need volunteers:
• The HAT Day at Clarkson station on 9th October
• The Bunnings sausage sizzle on the 11th October, and
• The Catalina Telethon on the 18th October. Satterley

have donated $600 for this event.
Ralph advised that some members had volunteered but
more were required. A number of additional volunteers
were found for the events and Ralph will prepare a roster.

PP Sally indicated that the numbers for the 24 hour Relay
for Life event (17/18th October) were very disappointing
and that she would need to solicit participants from her
organisation, RYPEN and school children. Initially the “early
bird” tickets had been discounted but she thought that
they were now around $50. Sarah stressed how valuable
the donations, raised by the event, were in assisting those
who have suffered from cancer in its various forms. Friends,
relations and neighbours should be encouraged to
participate.

Community & International Service
As Margaret was absent, Ralph gave a brief summary of
activities in this Area of Service.

RCM was requested for its plans as regards the desks/chairs
and books collected by the Mindarie PS for eventual transport
to PNG. Ralph had advised that were still in the process of
collecting donations and that interim storage was an issue. He
advised that it was unlikely that a container would be going to
PNG until next year.
The Principal of the School has responded that that we could
continue to store collected books etc in the existing container
on the School premises, but that it would be appreciated if we
could have some of the items collected, transported to PNG
within the next months. This would be a significant
encouragement to the student in Year 4 who had “adopted”
the Ampan Primary School in PNG.

He advised that Margaret had informed him that she would be
travelling to PNG in December and might be able to take some
items with her. He also stated that getting items into PNG and
to the eventual recipient was a major problem due to endemic
corruption issues. A solution needs to be found and this needs
to be determined by the Committee.

He also stated that the issue of where the Money Spinner was
to be located was yet to be resolved.

Youth Service
Mike provided the following information:
• Feedback from Karina as regards the 4 Way Test was still

pending
• PP Sally was continuing discussion on the handover of

RYPEN with District. The key issue here was to ensure that
District understood what RYPEN really involved, as far as
coordination and conduct and that when it was handed
over, we did not lose the great work that had been done in
the past by Tiffany.

• Maud would be moving to Alan and Jenny Ward’s care.
• Now that he had completed work at Port School and the

Malaysia visit was over, he was now in a better position to
focus on Rotary Youth issues.

• He has been in touch with City of Wanneroo Youth Service
in respect of a Youth Event



Past District
Governor
Bill Benbow

The past is another country. Property is cheaper there

Our Exchange student, Maud then gave a brief presentation of
the visit to the Klang Special School in Malaysia. Mike advised
that there had been a visit with the Klang Rotary Club with
exchange of banners and polo shirts.

Swap Mart Committee
PP Darren informed the members about activities in relation
to the Swap Mart:
• He is in the process of getting signage quotations –

primarily directional signs. It should be noted that signage
is cheaper online rather than visiting suppliers.

• Janet Simmons of ECU is looking for ECU students to assist
in the Swap Mart marketing program.

• He will be meeting with Karen from City of Wanneroo
regarding street signage.

Nigel advised that last Sunday there were only a small number
of buyers and around 20 sellers. The event raised $418. The
toilets did not arrive.

As Sergeant at Arms, PP Sally had to leave shortly, it was
decided that the entertainment associated with the tithing of
members would take place.
Again in a creative mood, fines were levied using a number of

“excuses”  such as being and Eagles supporter, hoping England
lose in the Rugby World Cup, “departure tax” for Sharon going
to the Territory, and having “fun” and “working” in Malaysia.

Lisa introduced our guest speaker, Christian Lochan, who was
born in Trinidad & Tobago and has had the opportunity (due to
the nature of his mother’s work) to live a many different
countries.
His goal is to make a difference in the life of others and he is
doing this through his business entity “Forging Fate”.
Mike gave a vote of thanks on behalf of the Club.

The raffle was drawn by Ada Meakins and the lucky winner
was Ralph.

Nigel advised that the next meeting would be on the 26th

October and NOT the 13th October. This was because of the
Hilary’s District Governor’s Zone 3 meeting on the 12th.

Meeting closed at 7:20 pm.

Whenever I fill out an application, in the part that says "If
an emergency, notify:"
I put "DOCTOR".
What's my mother going to do?



Volunteers needed for
sausage sizzle on 18th October

How can you tell which
one of your friends has
the new iPhone 6 plus?
Don't worry, they'll let
you know.

Christian Lochan
Life Changer

“Bridge of Spies“.
Starring Tom Hanks;
Directed by Steven Spielberg

When : Wednesday, October 21, 2015, 1830hrs.
Where: The Greater Union Theatre, [theatre #2]
Morley Galleria Shopping Centre, Walter Road Morley.
Ticket Price: $20. [All profits to the Rotary Foundation ‘End
Polio Now’ project.
[Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation will donate $2 to End Polio
Now for every $1 Rotary raises].

The largest cattle station in the world is Anna Creek Station in
South Australia at over 34,000 square kilometres is the world's
largest cattle station. It is even larger than Belgium.

Rotary Youth Leadership
Awards (RYLA) is a leadership
program coordinated by Rotary

clubs across the globe. Each year thousands of young
people participate in this program. Young people ages
14–30 are sponsored by Rotary clubs to attend the event
run by the club’s district committee.
Participants are chosen for their leadership potential.
Rotary clubs and the Rotary district cover all expenses for
the participants. The format of the event varies from
district to district, but commonly takes the form of a
seminar, camp, or workshop to discuss leadership skills
and to learn those skills through practice. Rotary clubs
and districts select participants and facilitate the event’s
curriculum.

Christian Lochan is a young man with
a purpose and that is to assist people,

particularly youth, to overcome their limitations and
achieve their goals. His business, Forging Fate, provides
consulting, either one on one or in groups, an the theme
is “The world is yours”. He is looking to make a
difference in the life of others.
His view on how to effect change in oneself is:
• Find your Why?
• What is your Goal in life?
• Affirmation of that Goal
• Visualisation of the paths required to achieve that

Goal
• Giving yourself permission to go for that goal
In the immediate future, he is releasing 7 Programs
which will assist people in understanding the elements
above and how they can be addressed by people to
enable them to succeed. Initially the programs will be
launched on a “pay what you think they are worth”
basis.

Christian believes that one of the key reasons that we
do not succeed is that we don’t have a vision/dream
and a “mental” path to achieving that dream.  We are
often impaired by a fear of success or failure.
He can assist in “unlocking” our potential.

For further information, contact Christian via Twitter or
his LinkedIn page.

https://twitter.com/christianlochan



Retain to Gain: How NOT to
Train New Members
A Membership Minute by PDG Brent Rosenthal,
Zone 30 Assistant Rotary Coordinator – Membership District
6690 Membership Chair

Here’s a statistic that should shock you – and awaken you to
action – if you love Rotary. According to recent statistics in
one US district, of those members leaving Rotary, 1/3 were
members for less than 1 year, ½ were members for less than
2 years and 80% were members for less than 5 years! Based
on my travels to speak at membership seminars at various
districts, I have come to believe that most – if not all – US
districts have very similar statistics.

What does that tell us? First, it does not (or should not) tell
us that something is wrong with the people we bring into
Rotary. We need to rid ourselves of that old thinking – they
all can’t be wrong. What it does tell me is that our Rotary
clubs are failing our new members miserably!

A President of a Rotary Club recently asked my opinion about
his desire to “streamline” his club’s new member orientation
process. He felt it took too long and was too intimidating for
new members. Their practice was to have new members
meet with officers and directors so they could learn about
the history and traditions of the club, have special sessions
with committee chairs so they could learn where they might
fit in best, and the usual gamut of “Red Badge” activities –
serve as greeter, do a makeup at another club, attend a
board meeting, do a 3 minute “Rotarian Spotlight” in a
meeting, etc. They proposed to eliminate all these and
replace it with a nice glossy brochure about the club,
requiring they read The ABCs of Rotary, and have a half hour
session with some past presidents.

I am told I am now known as a “radical thinker” for urging
replacing traditions that hinder membership retention and
growth. So the President looked visibly shocked when I told
him I felt that was an awful idea which would hurt his club’s
member retention efforts. And I think the reason is apparent.
Think back to the first time you attended a Rotary meeting,
and then your own induction. How much did you know about
Rotary and Rotary service? How many people, besides your
sponsor, did you know in the club? If you are like me, the
answers are “nothing,” and “not many.”
I am not a fan of what I call “frat hazing” – those activities
that reflect the culture of the club but don’t teach about
Rotary. Don’t get me wrong – I think “Red Badge” programs
are fine because they help the new members get known. But
they don’t create a Rotary DNA in the member. We do that
by getting new members immediately involved in their
service passions! Educators know people learn best by doing
– let’s help new Rotarians learn about Rotary service by
doing Rotary service!

- continued

One club in my district recently brought in a new
member who wanted to use Rotary to further her work
with AIDS orphans in Africa. There was immediate
suspicion among the “old guard” – is she just coming to
Rotary to try to get money and members to support her
project? SO WHAT IF SHE IS?!?!?! Working with AIDS
orphans in Africa is completely consistent with Rotary
service and the Rotary Foundation’s six avenues of focus.
This club, which does not have a meaningful
International Service project, should welcome this new
member with open arms and throw rose petals at her
feet!
Our new members are the most important tool we have
for growing Rotary and our service to the world. They
are also the most at risk of leaving. So they need special
attention and emphasis for training and immediate
engagement!
Passions. Everyone has at least one. When we make it a
priority to find our new members’ passions and fuel
them through Rotary our new member drop out
problem will be solved.



The continued fight to
eradicate polio gets an
additional $34.8 million
boost from Rotary in
support of immunization
activities and research to
be carried out by the Global
Polio Eradication Initiative.
The funds will be used by

the World Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF for polio
immunization, surveillance and research activities in ten
countries, as well as to provide technical assistance to additional
countries in Africa.

In 2014, the world saw significant progress against polio in most
places. Nigeria – the last polio-endemic country in Africa – saw a
nearly 90% reduction in cases in 2014 over 2013, with the last
case recorded six months ago. In addition, more than half of the
world’s polio cases in 2013 were the result of outbreaks in
previously polio-free countries, largely caused by instability and
conflict in countries such as Syria, Iraq and Somalia. These
outbreaks appear to have been stopped in 2014 following
special vaccination efforts in 11 countries, reaching more than
56 million children.

The exception to this progress was Pakistan, which saw an
explosive outbreak which resulted in more than 300 cases in
2014, the highest number in the country in more than a decade.
As a result, Pakistan accounted for almost 90% of the world’s
cases in 2014. In 2015, Pakistan has the opportunity to reverse
that trend and in doing so, help the world end polio forever.
The progress made against the disease in 2014, while significant,
is fragile. Rotary’s funds will support efforts to end polio in the
three countries where the disease has never been stopped: $8.1
million in Nigeria; $1.1 million in Pakistan and $6.7 million in
Afghanistan.

Additional funds will support efforts to keep other at-risk
countries polio-free. The grants include $1.6 million, Cameroon:
$2.5 million, Chad; $3.3 million, Democratic Republic of Congo;
$1.1 million, Ethiopia; $250,000, Kenya; $2.8 million, Niger; and
$7 million, Somalia. In addition, grants totaling $321,000 will
provide technical assistance in Africa.

Do not argue with an idiot. He will drag you down to his level
and beat you with experience.

The expression cooked "al dente" means "to the
tooth." What this means is that the pasta should be
somewhat firm, and offer some resistance to the tooth,
but should also be tender



AL JIZAH, EGYPT—A team of British and Egyptian archaeologists made a stunning discovery
Monday, unearthing several intact specimens of "skeleton people"—skinless, organ less
humans who populated the Nile delta region an estimated 6,000 years ago.

"This is an incredible find," said Dr. Christian Hutchins, Oxford University archaeologist and
head of the dig team. "Imagine: At one time, this entire area was filled with spooky, bony,
walking skeletons."
Standing at the excavation site, a 20-by-20-foot square pit along the Nile River, Hutchins
noted key elements of the find. "The skeletons lived in this mud-brick structure, which,
based on what we know of these people, was probably haunted," he said. "Although we
found crude cooking utensils in the area, as well as evidence of crafts like pottery and
weaving, we are inclined to believe that the skeletons' chief activity was jumping out at
nearby humans and scaring them. And though we know little of their language and means

of communication, it is likely that they said 'boogedy-boogedy' a lot."

Approximately 200 yards west of the excavation site, the archaeologists also found evidence of farming.
"What's puzzling about this," Cambridge University archaeologist Sir Ian Edmund-White said, "is that skeletons would not
benefit from harvested crops, as any food taken orally would immediately fall through the hole behind the jaw and down
through the rib cage, eventually hitting the ground. Our best guess is that they scared away a group of human farmers, then
remained behind to haunt the dwelling. Or perhaps they bartered goods in a nearby city to acquire skeleton accessories, such
as chains, coffins and tattered, dirty clothing."

According to Hutchins, the skeletons bear numerous similarities to humans, leading him to suspect that there may be an
evolutionary link between the two species.
"Like humans, these creatures walked upright on two legs and possessed highly developed opposable thumbs," Edmund-White
said. "These and many other similarities lend credence to the theory that hundreds of thousands of years ago, human
development passed through a skeletal stage. These skeletons may, in fact, be ancestors of us all.“ "Any of us could be part
skeleton," he added. Other experts disagreed.

“The evidence of an evolutionary link between humans and skeletons is sparse at best," said Dr. Terrance Schneider of the
University of Colorado. "Furthermore, it is downright unscientific to theorize that skeleton life originated in Egypt merely
because mummies, another species of monster, are indigenous to the area. Spooky creatures are found all over the world, from
the vampires of Transylvania to the headless horsemen of Sleepy Hollow.“

- The Onion

Archaeological Dig Uncovers
Ancient Race Of Skeleton People

An archaeologist examines the intact
remains of a spooky "skeleton person."

A man went to the Police
Station wishing to speak
with the burglar who had
broken into his house the
night before. "You'll get
your chance in court." said
the Desk Sergeant. "No, no
no!" said the man. "I want
to know how he got into
the house without waking
my wife. I've been trying to
do that for years!"

Japanese research has
concluded that moderate

drinking can boost IQ
levels


